
Maximize Parking In Your Community
With These Simple Tips
Whether you live in an older or newer multifamily development, parking is at a premium.
Older communities have fewer spaces because families typically had one car. Even if you live
in a newer community, it doesn’t mean that they have more space to offer for parking, as
many newer developments are being built in highly populated areas with little space for
parking. Looking for ways to maximize parking in your community, but don’t know where to
start? Start maximizing parking in your community with these simple tips.

Create Assigned Parking Areas

Assigned parking areas can be quite useful as they guarantee that residents can come home
from a long day at the office or an evening out and park with ease when they get home. Our
assigned parking management tool is a real value add for residents because it ensures that
management can accommodate a certain number of parking spots for residents, as well as
allows residents the opportunity to have an unauthorized vehicle removed from their space
directly online without having to call management, towing or security. For greater control
within your community, you can even assign certain areas specifically for guests.

Implement Resident & Guest Vehicle Regulations

For greater control within your community, you can implement resident and guest vehicle
regulations. Our parking solution helps manage who is allowed to park in your community.
You can even set aside and assign a certain number of guest spots to ensure that every
resident has a spot when they come home. With rules and regulations in place, it’s easier to
have control of your community’s parking situation.

Regular Enforcement

Parking rules and regulations mean nothing if you don’t regularly enforce them. In order for
our system to be effective in your community, you must ensure that patrol teams are doing
their rounds and removing unauthorized vehicles or ticketing violators. When people see that
your patrol teams mean business and take parking rules and regulations seriously, they too
will begin to abide by those rules and regulations.

Restructure Parking Spaces



A lot of apartment complexes featured specific spots designated for guest parking only. When
you’re visiting a friend, the designated parking is helpful. 1) You know where to park, and
with the regulations of how long a certain car or unit can have a car registered ensures that
everyone/every resident will be able to host friends and family because no single resident is
monopolizing the guest parking situation.


